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Power Sports have a new guard on duty.

OnGuard is a Beast when it comes to protecting power sports equipment. When the company
set out to design its toughest chain locks, it had only one thing in mind: beating the bad guys.

(PRWEB) February 22, 2004 --OnGuard is a Beast when it comes to protecting power sports equipment. When
the company set out to design its toughest chain locks, it had only one thing in mind: beating the bad guys.

Consider the challenge - ten power sports vehicles are stolen every hour, according to the FBI uniform Crime
Report.

All OnGuard products have been tested, approved and certified by the most demanding European test
organizations. (The U.S. does have testing standards for locks.)

OnGuardÂ�s new Beast and Mastiff chain locks do just that are the first line of defense. ThatÂ�s why Todson
Inc. is the exclusive American distributor of OnGuard products. For three generations Todson has provided
dealers with the finest quality in sport accessories. Now the family-owned and managed company represents the
toughest line of sports machine security systems in the world. Todson has long stood up to their dealersÂ�
expectations, and they stand behind their dealers at every turn. Now Todson introduces the affordable OnGuard
power sport security systems, only through its authorized dealers.

Power sports machines are made tough for tough riders. But their security accessories have to be tougher. After
all, thereÂ�s a lot of investment there, personal as well as financial. OnGuard has designed its Beast and
Mastiff lines of chain locks to protect sports machines from the wrong sort of people.

Beast 14 mm (5/8 inch) and 12 mm (1/2 inch) Hexlink chain links are made of ultra-hardened reinforced steel
that provides maximum cut resistance. The narrow inner width of the Hexlink is prohibitive to cutting and
provides the highest resistance to attack. And as tough as this chain is, itÂ�s gentle to your machineÂ�s
finish. Double layer nylon fabric covers protect your investment and help the chain coil smoothly.

Mastiff 10 mm (3/8 inch) Hexlink chain offers the same intense toughness in a narrower gauge. Both chains
take the extraordinary padlocks by OnGuard. Its legendary M-cylinder mechanism technology is a major
deterrent to theft, and the anti-drill and pick proof guts along with the dual steel-ball locking mechanism make
the package super secure. OnGuard also offers its new dual lockdown deadbolt locking mechanism with
holding power that is absolutely second to none.

All OnGuard padlocks have integrated water covers that protect the cylinders, and they are encased in
protective rubber, plastic or vinyl wherever they can touch the machines theyÂ�re designed to protect.
OnGuardÂ�s Ballistic plastic encasements are designed to hold against the most aggressive trashing and
thrashing ÂÂ�guaranteed.

And all OnGuard locks come with four laser-cut keys plus a night light key. Simply put, OnGuard has thought
of everything. And itÂ�s brought to America by Todson.

Todson has successfully marketed recreational goods for more than 50 years. Now in its third generation of
family ownership, Todson specializes in strategic sales and marketing, distribution, brand management and e-
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commerce. For more information about OnGuard locks, visit www.onguardlock.com or contact Todson at (800)
213-4561.
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Contact Information
Steven Dubin
PR WORKS
http://www.onguardlock.com
7818789533

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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